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Particle Diffusion in a Meandering Jet
STEPHANIEDUTKIEWICZ, 1 ANNALISA GRIFFA, AND DONALD B. OLSON
Rosenstiel School of Marine and Atmospheric Science, University of Miami, Miami, Florida
The process of turbulent mixing across an ideal model of a meandering Gulf Stream is studied
considering particle motion in two dimensions. The turbulent motion is modeled using a "random
flight" model that assumesthat the evolution of the turbulent velocity along trajectories is a Markov
process,with the velocity at one time step dependinglinearly on the velocity at the previous step. This
turbulent field is superimposedon a meanderingjet (similar to the one considered by Bower (1991))
propagating steadily eastward. In Bower's model the particles are constrained to move along
streamlines in the translating frame; in our model the turbulent motion allows the particles to cross
streamlines,resulting in an exchangebetween the different regions of the flow. The major exchange
occurs between the "jet core" region and the "recirculating" regions moving with the meanders.
Particles launched in the jet core tend to be lost from the jet in plumes at the extrema of the meanders
and to be entrained in successiverecirculation regions. When in the recirculation regions, particles
tend to be trapped and homogenized. The exchangebetween the jet and the "far field" depends only
on diffusion mechanismsand is small for the short integration time considered. An application of the
kinematic techniques considersthe distribution of biological speciesacross the jet. The tendency for
"patches" of organisms to develop in the recirculation regions is observed. In a two-species case,
where the species have affinities for the environment on opposite sides of the jet, there is a linear
change in species composition across the jet. Patches forming on either side of the jet consist of an
admixture of the two species, with the population for the crest or trough environment dominating.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The Gulf Stream is a strong current jet dividing two
different bodies of water, warm saline water of the Sargasso
Sea and cool fresh Slope Water (Plate 1). An issue addressed
by several authors in the literature [e.g., Bower et al., 1985]
concerns the amount of mixing and diffusion that occurs
acrossthe Gulf Stream. This is a relevant question from both
the physical and the biological points of view, since the
SargassoSea and the Slope Water differ not only in physical
characteristics such as temperature and salt but also in
biological properties such as zooplankton and nekton biomass and speciation.
Several

studies have shown the existence

of a mechanism

of mixing which relates the occurrence of meanders to
cross-stream motion of fluid parcels [e.g., Owens, 1984;
Bower and Rossby, 1989]. A simple kinematic model able to
explain at least part of this mechanism and consideringthe
motion of particles in a two-dimensional meandering jet
steadily propagating eastward has been proposed by Bower
[1991]. While the Bower model shows the mixing process
qualitatively, it lacks some important elements to effectively
describe diffusion of particles across the stream. One limitation is that the representation of the meanderingjet given
by Bower does not allow time evolution of the meander
shape, which is likely to be an important factor in influencing
particle behavior [Bower and Rossby, 1989]. An implementation of the model in this direction has been proposed by
Satnelson [1992], who considers the effects of hmnlmlic
time-dependent fluctuations of the velocity field. Technically, the introduction of the time dependence can give rise
to the phenomenon of "deterministic diffusion." Another

limitation of Bower's model (and of Samelson's) is that the
particle motion is considered as a strictly deterministic
process due solely to the advection of the large-scale velocity of the meandering jet. The action of small-scale turbulence, an important factor in the Gulf Stream [Bower et al.,
1985; Lambert, 1982], is not included. This limitation and the
questions that it leaves open provide the motivation and the
starting point of the present work.
The aim of this paper is to provide a description and an
understandingof the turbulent mixing processes associated
with the meanders of the Gulf Stream and of the corresponding diffusion of tracers. We concentrate on synoptic time and
space scales that are characteristic of the life of the meanders. We implement a simple model of a meandering jet
similar to Bower's [1991] by adding to the deterministic
velocity field that represents the stream an additional velocity field representingthe action of the small-scaleturbulence.
The motion of the particles in the turbulent jet is studied
numerically. A large number of particle trajectories are
simulated, and diffusion processes are studied by considering the concentration of the particles in space. In all but one
of the experiments, the parameters of the deterministic jet do
not change in time, so that the deterministic motion is
regular and the diffusion is due solely to the stochastic
(turbulent) motion. Only in one experiment, representing a
growing meander, is the possible interaction between stochastic

and deterministic

diffusion

considered.

The method that we use to represent the turbulent velocity
field superimposedon the jet belongs to a class of so-called
"random flight" models [e.g., van Dop et al., 1985; Thomson, 1987]. These models have been successfully applied to
estimate pollutant dispersion in the atmosphere [Thomson,
1986], and they have proven to be a simple and flexible tool
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Plate 1. Satelliteimageof the Gulf Stream.Reddercolorsindicatewarmerwater.Imageis for April 17, 1989.Data
are from NOAA-N advancedvery high resolutionradiometer.

diffusion.The randomflight models,though,appearto be a
more powerful methodbecausethey can be appliedto highly
inhomogeneousand nonstationaryflows. Finally, the random flight models,beingLagrangian,provide an easy comparison with the float results and allow straightforward
calculationof processessuchas biologicalinteractionsalong
trajectories.

As an applicationof a Lagrangianframe computation,we
considerthe influenceof the physicalprocessesof mixingon
the characteristicsof marine life in systemssuchas the Gulf
Stream. The basic premise is to consider the influence of
dispersalin relationshipto the cross-streamchangesin the
environment. The Gulf Stream is at first order a biogeographicboundarywith different speciesoccurringon either

side [Grice and Hart, 1962; Wishher and Allison, 1986]. The

northernside of the Stream is typically eutrophic, with high
phytoplanktonand zooplanktonbiomassand speciesrepresentative of a transition between subpolar or polar and
subtropicalbiogeographicprovinces [Backus, 1986]. On the
southernsideof the Stream the systemis oligotrophic,with
a very low biomass made up of subtropical species. As
discussedbelow, meandering and small-scale turbulent diffusion are major sourcesof patchinessin the biology of the
Stream.

In the following section the deterministic velocity field
representinga meanderingjet similar to that of Bower [1991]
is introduced. The representation of the small-scale turbu-

lence superimposedon the jet and its influence on particle
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motion are discussed in section 3. In section 4 the results of
140

various numerical experimentsare presented,and diffusion
patternsand their parameterdependenceare explored.The
consequences
for diffusionof the meander'sgrowth in time
are also studied. The application of the kinematic model to
parcelscontainingcompetingbiologicalspeciesis discussed

I

'

'
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in section 5.

2.

-?0

JET MODEL: DETERMINISTIC MOTION OF PARTICLES

In this section we introduce

the basic form of the kine-140

matic model of the meandering Gulf Stream. The model
consistsof a two-dimensional meanderingjet steadily prop-

o
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x(km)

growth is discussedin section4.3. Assumingthat the flow is
nondivergent, the model is written in terms of a stream
function in the two-dimensional x, y plane (x and y are
cartesian coordinates, x pointing eastward and y pointing

140

northward):

70

½(x,
y,t)=
½o(tanh
(3(yO)))
+13
sin
(kyy)
(1)

\

N

where
-70

½o scalefactor to determinemaximumvelocity;
W

width of the jet;

O=A sin kx(x - ct);
A amplitude of the meanders;
kx = 2•r/A,wavenumberof the meanders;
c phase speed of the meanders;
/3 scalefactor to determinethe strengthof the

-140
o

150

30O

X(km)

c

recirculation;

140

ky= 2z'/4A.
The tanh term in (1) keeps the velocity field localized in
the y direction and gives the characteristicjet shape. The

70

term/3sin(kyy)models
theexistence
ofa weakrecirculation
in the bends of the meanders, as suggestedby Gulf Stream
models [Ikeda and Apel, 1981] and observations[Cornillon
et al., 1986]. Figure la showsthe stream function over one
wavelengthfor a set of parametervalues representativeof
the Gulf Stream

in the midthermocline'

450 km for the

-140
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wavelength
A,70kmforthewidthofthejet W, 14kmday-•
for the phase speedc, and 70 km for the amplitudeA. The
scale factors •o and /3 are chosenso that the maximum
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Fig. 1. (a) Streamfunction½in the fixedreferenceframe. Area

currentspeedis about120 cm s-• and the maximum between bold lines is the "jet region," where U > c. Line across
recirculation
speed
in themeander
bends
isabout1cms-•. crest and pointsA and B show crosssectionand pointsusedin
Sincethe streamlinesapproximatelycorrespondto the lines
of the downstreamvelocity U of the current, the two bold
streamlinesin Figure l a approximatelyindicate the region
where U is greater than the phase speedof the meandersc.
The trajectory x(t), y(t) of a particle in the field (1),
interpretedas a flow on an isopycnalsurface,is given by the
integration of

EXP0. (b) Stream function ß in the translatingreference frame
(solidlines)and streamfunction• in fixed referenceframe (dashed
lines). (c) Trajectoriesin the fixed frame. The symbolA indicates
the particle launchedat A, in the recirculatingregion, and B
indicatesthe particlelaunchedat B, in thejet coreregion.Pointsfor

A andB areplottedevery2!2 daysoutto themeander
period,Tm =
32 days.

dx

d•'=U= Oy
dy

•

dt

(2)

V--

Ox

where U and V are the x and y components,respectively,of
the vector velocity U. The particle motion is strictly deter-

ministic and dependson the initial conditionsx(0), y(0).
Sincethe streamfunction(1) is time dependent,the particles
crossstreamlines.A simplemethod of studyingthis motion
without explicitly solving(2) consistsin rewriting the stream
function in a new coordinate system, (X, Y) = ( x - ct, y),
moving with the phase speedc [Flierl, 1981]. In this translating frame the streamfunction is independentof time:
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(3)

where © = A sin (kxX) and the motion of the particles is
along streamlines. Figure lb shows the stream function (3)
over one wavelength. As noted by Bower [1991], there are
two types of regions in the meandering jet field (3): (1)
regions where the streamlines are closed, in the bends of the
meanders, and (2) a region where the streamlines are open,

Here equations (4) are solved numerically for a large
number of particle trajectories starting from selected initial
conditions in the jet. Each particle is simulated independently in a different realization of u. The statistics are then
computed by averaging over the ensemble of particles with
the same initial conditions, and the evolution of the concentration C is studied by considering the distribution of the

particles in space and time.
The turbulent velocity u in (4) is described following the
method of random flight, i.e., as a purely time-dependent
in the center of the stream. The closed streamlines are
processrepresenting the turbulent velocity field as sampled
recirculating regions, in the sense that particles deployed in by the particle during its motion. With respect to other
them recirculate in closed loops when observed from the representationsof u that include the full space dependence
translating frame. Particles deployed where the streamlines (e.g., as a two-dimensional (x, y) stochastic Fourier series
are open, however, move eastward relative to the fixed [Davis, 1991]), the present method allows for a substantial
coordinate frame, progressing in the stream. The open- economy in computing time and in information about the
turbulent field while still retaining the necessaryingredients
streamlines region will be indicated as the "jet core region."
Notice that, as pointed out by Bower, the motion of the to describe single-particle turbulent diffusion. In the followparticles appears quite different when observed in the fixed ing, we briefly summarize the basic characteristics of the
frame (Figure 1c), as can be easily understood by looking at random flight models. For a more complete overview, see
the superposition of the jet in the fixed frame on the stream Pasquill and Smith [1983].
Consider first the simplest case of a one-dimensional,
function (3) (Figure 1b). Particles in the fixed frame appear
homogeneous, and stationary turbulent field with no mean
to cross streamlines and, if initialized in a region of the jet
that overlaps a recirculating region, appear to exit and shear. In this case the turbulent velocity u(t) is simply
reenter the jet, moving downstream with average speed describedby the Langevin [1908] equation
equal to the phase speed of the meanders.
du = (-uFdt) + dlx
(5)
3.

TURBULENT

MOTION

and x(t) is given by

OF THE PARTICLES:

RANDOM FIaOI-IT MOVEUS

dx = udt

In this section we study the motion of particles in the
presence of a turbulent velocity u with components u and v
superimposed on the meandering jet:

increment

from a normal

distribution

with

zero mean and

second-ordermoment(d/x ßd/x) = (2tr/T•)dt, and o-is the

dx
U+u

(4)
=V+v.

Before discussingequations (4) in detail, let us make some
general remarks. The turbulent velocity u is characteristic of
the complex and incoherent motions that occur at scales
much smaller than the scales of the jet and is described in
statistical terms, in contrast to the deterministic large-scale
velocity U. In this paper we focus on the simplest type of
particle statistics, i.e., on the statistics that describe the
motion of single, independent particles in the flow, as
opposed to the more complex statistics relative to simultaneous motion of two or more particles [Davis, 1983; Csanady, 1980]. A complete description of the single-particle

statisticsfor a stationaryprocessis given by C(x, y, t, Xo,
Y0, 0), the probability density function of a particle being
found at position x, y at time t when the particle has been
deployedat x0, Y0 at t = 0. Notice that as a function of x,
y, and t, C can be interpreted as the concentrationat time t
of the particlesthat have been deployedat t = 0 in x0, y0 in
different realizations of the turbulent flow or alternatively as
the normalized mean concentration of a conservative passive tracer that has been instantaneouslyreleased at t = 0

from a point sourcex0, y 0. In fact C is the Green's function
for the averaged transport equation [Monin and Yaglom,
1971].

where F = 1/TL is the inverse of the constanttime scale TL
over which the particle velocity is correlated, d/x is a random

constant fluid velocity variance.
Equation (5) describesu(t) as a Markovian process,where
the velocity at one time step dependslinearly on the velocity
at the previous time step [Hanna, 1979]. Physically, (5)
indicates that when a particle moves through the fluid, it
loses a fraction of its momentum dt/T• to the surrounding
fluid at each time step and in turn receives a random impulse
/x. Notice that although the model (5) is not completely
realistic, since it implies a discontinuousacceleration, it is
physically much more acceptable than a Markovian model
for the particle position x(t), which would imply a discontinuity on the velocity field. The time scales over which the
velocity is correlated are in fact much longer than the time
scales of the acceleration and are determined by the largest
eddies.

The solutions of (5) are well known and are characterized
by variance and autocorrelation

(u.u)

= o(6)

(u(t)' u(t + r))
R•(r)

=

= e -•'

where r = t/T•. The implications of (6) are that TL is the
integral time and that the statisticsof x are characterizedby

(x . x) = •rt2
(x ßx) = •Tœt,

t <<TL
t >> Tœ.

(7)
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Parameters of Numerical Experiments

Meander

Amplitude,
km
EXP0
EXPT1
EXPT2
EXPA1
EXPA2

70
70
70
40
100

EXPGM

50eTM

K,
cm2/s
2.6x106
2.6x105
2.6x 105
2.6x106
2.6x 106
2.6x106

tr,
cm2/s2

Tœ,
days

12.25
1.21
1.96
12.25
12.25
12.25

2.5
2.5
1.5
2.5
2.5
2.5

Comment

modified so jet has
constant

width

:__t_ mt,•cnct,
....... u• uwin• to the presenceof tll•; mc,,,,u½,,ns
j•,
mm,
formulation (4) appearsto be more appropriate. Notice that
flow. Notice that a limitation of the model (5) is that the more elaborate and general forms of the advection and
autocorrelation function has a fixed exponential form (6). diffusion equation have been derived in the literature [e.g.,
This limitation is not severe, however, since the exponential Davis, 1987]. An interestingpoint that will be addressedin
form appearsto be generalfor homogeneousflows, indepen- future studiesis to comparelimitationsand performancesof
these more general equationsfor C with the Lagrangian
dent of their spectrum shapes [Davis, 1991].
The archetypeequations(5) can be generalizedto include method used here.
flows at higher dimensions,with mean shear and inhomogeneousand nonstationaryturbulence. In this paper we apply
4.
NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
the generalformulation proposedby Thomson[1987] to the
case of a two-dimensional homogeneous turbulent flow
Six numericalexperimentsbased on simulationsof partisuperimposedon the meanderingjet U. The assumptionof
cle trajectoriesobtainedby integrating(8) are presented.In
homogeneityis not very realistic,sincethe turbulentactivity
all the experiments the turbulent field is assumed to be
is likely to be different in various regions of the jet, but it
homogeneousand isotropic, so that only two turbulent
providesa valid startingpoint for our processstudy.
parametersare needed,the variancerrandthe time scaleTL.
In order to write the model equations in a compact way,
The basic experiment, EXP0, describesthe diffusion prowe introduce the following notation: the velocity compocessesin a turbulent field superimposedon the meandering
...... and t/• describesthe ClOtS SlCal
results
Equations to•
Taylor [1921] for dispersion in a homogeneousturbulent

nentsu, v andU, V areindicated
asui andU i respectively
(with i -

1, 2), and the particle coordinates x, y are

jet (1) with the parametersgivenin section2. Variationsof
the turbulence and meander parameters are treated in

indicatedasx i. The modelequations
with thisnotationare EXPT1 and EXPT2 and in EXPA1 and EXPA2, respec-

dui=
-(F(JuJ)dt
+dlzi'

tively. The last experiment,EXPGM, considersthe caseof

(8) a growingmeander. The characteristicsof the six experi-

dxi= (ui + ui)dt,
where F is a constant tensor containing the information on

theinverseof thetimescales
of theparticlemotion,d•i is a
random vector from a multivariate

normal distribution

with

ments are reported in Table 1. The values for the turbulent
parameters are suggestedby experimental measures of
small-scale turbulence

in the Gulf

Stream

or in similar

currentsystems,basedon both measuresof integratedfluxes
of quasi-conservativetracers [Bower et al., 1985; Olson,

zeromeanandsecond-order
moments
(dlxi . dlxj) = (Tik ß 1986] and direct observations of small-scale phenomena
rrkj + Tjk ßrrki)dt,and•r is a constant
tensorcontaining
the [Schmitt and Georgi, 1982]. The measurements do not
covariances

of the fluid.

provide a direct estimateof rr and TL, but they provide

Notice that although (8) appears as a straightforward indications that the turbulent diffusivity K ranges between
generalizationof (5), the equationsare now nonlinear, since 105and 106cm2 s-• . From the valueof K a roughestimate

U i are nonlinearfunctionsof x i. If an inhomogeneousof rrand Tr canbe made,assumingthat the relationshipK •

turbulentflow •x i) wasconsidered,
a term(offil/oxl)dt rrTr holds(noticethat the estimatesobtainedin this way are

would be added to the right of (8). This term representsthe
velocity bias due to the gradientof the velocity covafiance.
Without this term the model would produce a (physically
unrealistic) convergence of particles in the less energetic
regionsof the fluid, where the velocity covafianceis lower.
We closethis sectionby remarkingthat other formulations
can be used to study pafficle diffusion.The most commonis
the equation of advection and diffusion
OC/Ot = -U.

VC + V(KVC)

where K is the space-dependentturbulent diffusivity. This
equationcan be derived as a specialform of the equationfor
C associatedwith (4), valid for weakly inhomogeneousand
stationary flows. In our problem, since the flow is strongly

probablya little high, sincethe experimentalK is indeedan
effective K for the system).

In theory, since the jet is highly inhomogeneous,for a
completedescriptionof the diffusionprocesses,the concentration C shouldbe computedfor all possibleinitial conditions. In practice, from the analysis of the deterministic
velocity field given in section2, we know that there are two
different types of particle motion in the absenceof turbulence, and we expect that a similar behaviorwill hold with
turbulence. Initial conditions are therefore chosen in repre-

sentative points of the recirculatingand jet core regions

discussed
above.Thevalidityof thechoices
of launchpoints
were tested in EXP0, considering10 points equally spaced
alonga sectionof the meandercrest (Figure 1a) (lines along
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2.

Time

Scales and P6clet

Experiments

Numbers

for Numerical

proximately
theperiodTp of a particledeployedat A in the

absence of turbulence (hereafter indicated as the "deterministic particle"). The solid lines in Plate 2 represent the
Td
streamlinesbounding the region of the jet where U > c, the
Region
Ta, days
Ta, days
Ta
open circles show the positions of the center of mass of the
cloud of particles, and the asterisksshow the positionsof the
EXP0
Recirculation
20
218
11
deterministic particle, used as a reference to represent the
Jet core
8
50
6
EXPT1
Recirculation
20
2180
109
purely advective motion. At 17 days only a reduced core of
Jet core
8
500
62
concentration has followed the deterministic particle as it
EXPT2
Recirculation
20
2180
109
completes
its circuit. The remaining particles are left homogJet core
8
500
62
enizing in the meander bend. Figure 2 showsthe percentage
EXPA 1
Recirculation
20
70
3.5
Jet core
6.5
110
17
of particles between different values of ½for the same times
EXPA2
Recirculation
20
445
22
as Plate 2. The solid bars show particles approximately in the
Jet core
9
18
2
region U < c. The high percentage in this low-velocity
region at day 17 is again very noticeable. The decrease in the
tendency for the cloud to follow the deterministic particle
other sections of the jet were studied but are not discussed can also be seen in Figure 3a, where the asterisks show the
here). In the discussionof the results of the experiments, we positions of the deterministic particle and the open circles
will refer mainly to two points, A in the recirculating region show the trajectories of the centers of mass of the stochastic
particles. As the deterministic particle moves across the
and B in the jet core region (Figure l a).
In order to characterize the diffusion processesin the two streamlinesinside the jet, for the first few days the center of
regions, we have computed the P6clet number, which mea- mass follows it closely, but once the deterministic particle
sures the relative strength of turbulence diffusion versus leaves the jet and slowly recirculates westward, the two
large-scaleadvection:P e = Td/Ta, where Ta is the diffusive trajectories diverge as the concentration starts to diffuse.
time scaleand T a is the advectivetime scale.Ta is estimated After the first period the center of mass trajectory does not
as the average period of a particle in the absence of turbu- show any more oscillations but moves downstream with
mean velocity c and maintains a constant y.
lenceTp in the two regions.Ta is estimated
from Te •
After 80 days, at the end of the integration, 65% of the
L2/K, whereL is a representative
lengthscale.For the
recirculating regions, L is taken as the amplitude of the particles are still in the initial recirculating region and have
meander; for the jet core region, L is taken as the amplitude homogenized in it. The remaining particles have moved
further downstream, often being trapped in other recirculatof the cross-stream
section. The values of the time scales
ing regions.Few particles, about 5%, at t = 80 days are lost
and the P6clet numbers are shown in Table 2 for five of the
experiments. We have not computed the P6clet numbers for to the far field, defined as the area in which the jet has no
EXPGM because the representative scales cannot be deter- influence on the velocity of the particle (140 km to the north
and to the south of the center of the jet averaged along one
mined when the meanders are growing in time.
All the experiments have been performed simulating the wavelength).
Diffusion from point B in the jet core region. Plate 3
motion of 2000 independent particles for each initial condishows
the evolution of the concentration in x and y of the
tion in order to satisfactorily resolve the evolution of C in
particles
deployed at B for the same period (t = 17 days) as
space. The time step dt used to integrate (8) was chosen
small enough that the trajectory of the particle was consis- for Plate 2. The period of the deterministic particle with
initialcondition
at B is Tp = 7 days,sothatthedeterministic
tent but large enough to be computationally reasonable. In
all the experiments except EXPGM, the numerical integra- particle goes through more than two cycles in this figure. It
tion for each initial condition was carried out for approxi- is clear from an inspection of Plate 3 that the diffusion
mately 80 days, corresponding to 2.5 Tm, the meander patterns are dramatically different from those obtained for
period. In EXPGM the simulation was run for only 20 days, point A. Particles now tend to be advected downstreamin
corresponding to the doubling time for the meander ampli- the jet but are lost in plumes that detach from the trailing
edges of crests and troughs, corresponding to the points at
tude.
which the advective motion of the deterministic particle is
closer to the edges of the jet. By t - 8 days, 8% of the
4.1.
EXPO
particles are lost at the trailing edge of the first trough, and
In experiment EXP0, the stream function (1) with the 35% are lost at the trailing edge of the next crest. The larger
parameters given in section 2 is used to describe the jet. The amount lost at this crest can be explained by the particle's
turbulence
ischaracterized
bytheparameters
tr = 12.25cm2 initial position, which induces a deterministic motion closer
s-2 andTL = 2.5 days,corresponding
to K = 2.6 x 106 to the edge of the jet in the crests than in the troughs (Figure
cm2 s- • (Table1).TheP6cletnumbers
(Table2)arePe = 11 1b). There is, then, a higher probability of particles being
for the recirculating regions and P e = 6 for the jet core lost from the northern extrema of the jet when the particles
region, indicating that the balances in the two regions are are affected by turbulence. Notice that because of the
quite similar and that diffusion is smaller than the advection. symmetry of the jet, the oppositepattern (more particles lost
Diffusion from point A in the recirculating region. The in the southern extrema) would occur for an initial condition
initial evolution of the concentration of the 2000 independent close to the edge of a trough. At later times (12.5 and 17
particles deployed at A is illustrated in Plate 2. Four snap- days) and further downstream, smaller and smaller plumes
shots of C(x, y) taken during the first 17 days at approxi- are lost at the extrema, as there are fewer and fewer particles
mately 4-day intervals, are shown. Seventeen days is ap- remaining in the jet. Figure 4 shows the corresponding
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t - 8 days
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Plate 2. Initial evolution (17 days) of the concentration of particles in x and y for particles launched at A, in the
recirculatingregion, in experiment EXP0. Solid lines representstreamlinesin the fixed reference frame, stars represent
the positions of the deterministic particle, and open circles represent the centers of mass of the clouds of particles.
Concentration
isdetermined
bythepercentage
of particles
in 85-km2 bins. A logarithmic color scale is used, suggested
by the distribution of the concentration in the 17 days.

histogramsof the percentage of particles in intervals of •.
Although large numbers of particles are lost in plumes, most
of them do not leave the regionof influenceof the jet but are
caught in recirculating regions where they are reentrained
and recirculate, slowly being homogenized.For example, at
80 days, 15% of the particles are still in the second recirculation region, comparedto 35% there at 8 days. An important
consequenceof the trapping of particles in the recirculation
regionsis the slowing down of the downstreamtransport, as
indicatedby the trajectory of the center of mass(Figure 3b).
The percentage of particles lost to the far field is approximately 18%. The increase over that found for point A is
caused by the fact that particles are lost from the extrema of
the meanders and thus have a greater probability of moving
further north or south beyond the influenceof the jet.
Some aspects of the diffusion patterns can be understood
in terms of the known theory of shear dispersion. For
instance, the local tendency toward homogenizationinside
the recirculation regions is a well-known phenomenon
[Rhines and Young, 1982; Dewar and Flierl, 1985]. On the

other hand, the understandingof the complete system, with
the trapping of particles from the core into the recirculation
regions, is more complex. Systems of this type (although
usually with closed boundary conditions) have been studied
in various fields of physics in the context of the theory of
"anomalous diffusion" [e.g., Young and Jones, 1991]. They
are characterized by a "holdup" of particles (or tracer) in
trapping regions that determines a modification of the downstream dispersion with respect to the case of pure shear
dispersion [Taylor, 1953]. Typically, the downstream dispersion averaged over a cross-stream section turns out to be
proportional to t •, with L • 1. The exponent L can be
theoretically computed a priori in some special cases
[Young, 1988; Young et al., 1989]. Although a theoretical
analysis of this type for the dispersion of our system goes
beyond the purpose of this paper, it is a very interesting
topic and will be considered in future research.
To conclude, we mention the resultsfrom simple statistics
that can easily be compared with observations. Using the
results from the 10 initial

conditions

on the cross section

in
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Fig. 2. Histograms of percentagesof particles in intervals of •
in the fixed reference frame for experiment EXP0. Shaded bars
show particles out of the jet.

Figure l a, we compute the percentage of particles leaving
the region where U > c at least once during the first
wavelength A after deployment. We find that about 75% of
the stochastic particles, i.e., virtually all the particles deployed in the recirculating region and about half of the
particles deployed in the jet core region, leave the jet during
the first A. In comparison, Bower and Rossby [1989] found a
percentage of approximately 60% from the analysis of

ratio between the areas of the jet core and those of the
recirculation regions in the moving frame, with the jet core
area decreasing with increasing A/W. This means that if
deterministicparticles are launched along a jet cross section
in the fixed frame, with increasingA/W there is a decreasein
the fraction of particles which flow downstream without
exiting and reentering the jet (Bower [1991] calls this the
"transport in the jet alone"). Our results show that this
fraction decreases even faster with increasing A/W in the
presence of turbulence. As the jet core becomes narrower, in
fact, not only does it contain fewer particles, but also the
particle's probability of escaping from it increases. The
percentages of particles leaving the jet within the first
wavelength are approximately 45% for EXPA1 and 90% for
EXPA2.

4.3.

Effects of Growing Meanders

In the EXPGM experiment the turbulent motion of particles is studied in the presence of time-dependent, growing
meanders. Only the initial evolution of the meanders is
considered, and the growth is modeled in an exponential
fashion with a doubling time of 20 days (20 days is also the
duration of the experiment). The jet model is modified with
respect to (1) in order to minimize an increase in the velocity
as a consequence of the growth term. This is done by
incorporating a normalization factor [Bower, 1991] in (1) that

RAFOS data. Althoughthe statisticsfrom the data is ob-
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tained from only 30 floats and their initial conditions are
different from the idealized ones that we consider, the
smaller percentage found by Bower and Rossby suggests

thattheturbulent
flowmightbetoovigorous
in ourexperi- '•
mentor that thejet coreregionmightbe too narrow.In the

E

ø

following
experiments
wewillconsider
theeffectofreducing •
turbulence and varying the jet parameters that determine the
ratio of the width of the jet core region to the meander
amplitude.
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4.2. Effects of Reducing K and Changing Meander
Amplitude
The effects of changing the turbulence parameters are
studied in EXPT1

and EXPT2.

(b)

140

'

I

]

I

i

I

!

In both cases K is reduced to

2.6 x 105cm2 s-1 but withdifferent
valuesof rr andTL
(Table 1). The results of the two experiments are very
similar, showing that K is a rather good comprehensive
parameter for turbulence. With respect to EXP0, the results
are qualitatively similar, but because of the reduced turbulence, the process of homogenization is slowed down in the
recirculation regions and the particles are lost in smaller
plumes from the core region. Approximately 60% of the
particles (as opposedto the 75% of EXP0) are found to leave
the U > c region at least once within the first wavelength.
Changes in one of the jet parameters are considered in
EXPA1 and EXPA2. The meander amplitude A is chosento
be 40 km in EXPA1 and 100 km in EXPA2, while the
turbulence parameters are kept as in EXP0 (Table 1). Again,
the qualitative diffusive patterns are the same as in EXP0,
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Fig. 3. Trajectory of deterministic particle (asterisks) and center of mass of cloud of stochastic particles (open circles) for
experiment EXP0. Asterisks and open circles are plotted every 100
hours. (a) Particles launched in recirculating region; (b) particles
launched in jet core region.
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Evolution of concentrationof particleslaunchedat B, in the jet core region, for experiment EXP0 (see Plate 2).

maintains an approximately constantjet width. The jet width
is slightly greater than in EXP0 (W = 80 km), but the
turbulent parameters are the same (Table 1).
The

1000

of EXPGM

can be summarized

[-4

t-8

days

days

lOO

as follows.

Particles launched in the jet core region appear to be lost in
increasing numbers in plumes, while the meander grows.
The majority of the particles are caught in the recirculating
regions and tend to remain trapped in them, but they are not
homogenized as efficiently as in the previous experiments
with fixed amplitude after 20 days. As the amplitude grows,
more streamlines tend to close, but this increase occurs

faster than the dispersion of particles acrossthe streamlines,
so particles remain in the apex of the recirculating region. In
conclusion, the growth of the meanders seems to enhance
the exchange between the jet core region and the recirculating regions, but the homogenization in the recirculating
regions is slowed down.
The differences between the steady and growing meander
can be visualized by qualitatively comparing the motion of
particles launched in the jet core in EXP0 (Figure 3b) with
that of particles in EXPGM (Figure 5a) and by considering

t-la.5

t-17

days

days

lOO

50

Fig. 4. Histogram of percentageof particlesin intervals of ½for
particleslaunchedat B, in the jet core region, for experiment EXP0
(see Figure 2).
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Fig. 5. (a) Trajectory of deterministicparticle (asterisk) and center of massof cloud of stochasticparticles (open
circles) for experiment EXPGM. Asterisks and open circles are plotted every 20 hours for particles launched in the jet
core region. (b) Histogramsof percentageof particlesin intervalsof • for particleslaunchedat B, in the jet core region,
(bottom) for experiment EXPGM and (top) for the same stream function without the growth of the meanders. Shaded
bars show particles out of the jet. Note that even in the case of no growth, the results do not compare to EXP0, since
a different • with smaller meander amplitude (A = 50 km) and greaterjet width (W = 80 km) is used.

the histogramsin Figure 5b. The deterministicpath in Figure

a mechanismof deterministicdispersion[Satnelson, 1992]in
addition to the stochasticdispersion. Sorting out the effects
increases the excursion of a particle launched at point B, of the two mechanisms quantitatively is not easy, mainly
but it does not expel the particle from the core region (this becausethe experiment has not been run for enoughtime nor
can be seen by comparing the particle position with the enough initial conditions to define the nature of the determeander amplitude). The center of mass of the ensemble ministic motion. Nevertheless, it seems reasonable to hyof particles with turbulence exhibits protracted oscillations pothesize that the observed increased exchange between
in the growing-meander case. This is directly tied to the core and recirculation regions is due to both mechanisms.
influence of meander amplitude change, i.e., the determin- Overall, our results agree with those of Satnelson [1992],
istic influence of the jet and its impact on the particles who also found increased mixing tied to low-frequency
expelled from the jet core to the recirculation regions. The changesin meander amplitude. The tendency to isolate this
histograms in Figure 5b show that the meander growth effect to the exchange between the jet core and the recircuchanges the positions of modes and the occupation of the lation region is also consistent with his results. As pointed
extreme stream functions. The central stream function interout by a reviewer, the subtle differencesbetween the current
vals are depleted of particles faster, while the effect of the simulations and those of Satnelson [1992] are harder to
constant meander is to make the particle concentration quantify becauseof the differencesin the deterministic fields
uniform acrossthe jet.
used. More detailed analysis on dispersion mechanismsin
EXPGM is the only experiment in which time-dependent the presenceof a time-dependent field should be carded out
meanders are considered. This time dependencecan lead to using dynamical models, where the meander growth is
5a shows that the deterministic

motion

alone in EXPGM
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Fig. 6. Distribution
of species
in parcelsinitializedat positionB (in thejet core).Shadedareasof histograms
show
percentageof the total possiblepopulation.(a) Southernspecies'(b) northernspecies.

relatedto instabilitymechanismsand is dynamicallyconsis- simulationsthe jet and turbulent parametersare the sameas
tent [e.g., Lozier and Bercovici, 1992].
in EXP0. Two thousandparcels are initialized at points A
and B. Each parcel is started with equal numbers of each
5. APPLICATION TO CROSS-STREAMSPECIES DISTRIBUTIONS
speciesßThe trajectory of each parcel is then followed, with
calculationsmade at each time step of the abundanceof each
In this section each of the particles in the simulations
above is treated as a small componentof the ecosystemß species.Figure 6 showsthe resultsafter 17 days for the case
of parcels launched at B. (It is useful to consider these

Each'particlecontainsa mixtureof speciesthat will undergo
various environmentalperturbationsas they are advected figures in comparison to Plate 3.) Figure 6a shows the
and diffused along the jet. As above, the simulation is an abundanceof southern species, and Figure 6b shows the

abundance of the northern species. It is obvious that the
biologicalinteraction is strongly modified by the motion of
the parcels into different environmentsas specifiedby the
streamfunction. Considerationof the histogramsof populations on $ show the patches which form in the meander
to be a function of the deterministic stream functionß A
simple logistic form involving competition for a constant recirculationregionsto be dominatedby the specieswith an
resource •c, which represents nutrients or food but with affinity to that side of the jet. For example, the northern
differentialabilityto utilizethe resource,dependenton $, is speciesdominatesin the meandertrough, while the southern
assumed[cf. Murray, 1989, for a detailed discussion].There- species has higher population levels in the recirculation
fore the two speciesare adaptedfor either sideof the stream region associated with the meander crest. If one considers
this againstthe optimal population level which would exist in
and have equal growth potentialat the center of the jet.
The growth of a populationof the ith speciesalong a the absenceof competition, however, there is a diminution
trajectory is then given by
of favored speciesin the patches.While the cross-jettrends
in population density in the histogramsare approximately
dNi/dt = oti(½)(K- Ns)/g - TNi;
i = 1, 2
linear, there is an increasein the expatriatepopulationfrom
whereN s •presents a sumof both speciesand T is a linear opposite sides of the jet in the patche• in the.recirm•laticm

ensembleof particles and does not allow particle-particle
interaction.In keepingwith the basicideaof considering
the
effectsof diffusiveperturbationson a deterministicfield, the
effect of the environmenton each of two speciesis assumed

,

ß

lossterm. The functionaldependenceof ai(½), the growth l•lOll5.
rates, are assumed such that

where•/0 represents
thepreferred
environment
for the ith
species.These are respectivelyset for the minimum (northern species)and maximum (southernspecies)stream functions. Note that • = 0 at the center of the jet. In the

r'l'•l_

_ •.. _'_

•..1_

__' ......

1_•-•

1

1

I

,1

,

l lli:iLlb, Llli5ilpOptiiiitiOF•lC¾'Cl
cxceeos [vial expected

from the linear trend in the histogramsacross the stream
functionvaluesin the streamcore. Therefore the patchesin
meandercrestsand troughsdo maintain an expatriate population as a direct response to cross-jet axis transfer. The
existenceof thesepopulationsin patchesfrom the opposite
sideof thejet dependson the ratio of the rate of competitive
exclusionto the diffusivesource.Resultsfor parcelsinitialized at A show the expected tendency for the northern
speciesto diminishand the southernspeciesto thrive within
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the initial recirculation region to the south of the jet. It is the
portion of the population initially from the jet core, then, that
is responsible for patches of mixed populations appearing on
either side of the jet. This patchiness is maximum in proximity to crests and troughs in the recirculating fluid.
6.

CONCLUSIONS

The major contribution of this work is the inclusion of
small-scale

turbulence

in the kinematic

simulation

of float

trajectories in a meanderingjet. As such it is an extension of
the results of Bower [1991] and Samelson [1992]. The problem of small-scale turbulence is approached as a Markov
processwith parameterstr and TL, the varianceand the time
scale, respectively, of the turbulent velocity field. From tr
and TL, a diffusivity parameter K • trTœcan be estimated;
it appears to be robust.
The influence

of the turbulent

diffusion

on the distribution

of particles depends upon the region into which the particles
are originally introduced, i.e., the jet core, the recirculating
region, or the far-field region of the stream function as
viewed in the translating frame. Particles in the recirculating
region tend to be trapped in it, and the effect of the
turbulence is to homogenize them within the closed stream
function [Rhines and Young, 1982; Dewar and Flierl, 1985].
The center of mass is moved to the south of the jet mean for
anticyclonic recirculating regions (meander crests, high •)
and to the north for the cyclonic counterparts (troughs, low
•). Particles deployed in the jet core region tend to cross
boundaries into the recirculating regions. This occurs along
a local axis of deformation in the flow field in proximity to
the crests and troughs. This process produces a chain of
particle patches entrained into the recirculation regions as
the overall cloud of particles passes downstream, with the
concentration in the consecutive trapped regions decreasing
downstream. The trapping of particles in the recirculation
regions is suggestive of an "anomalous diffusion" behavior
of the system. The exchange with the far field is small and
depends entirely on the diffusion and is therefore limited in
extent for the short integration times here.
With respect to the model of Bower [1991], the introduction of turbulence allows the particles to cross streamlines in
the translating frame, resulting in the homogenization inside
closed recirculation regions and in the large exchange between the core and the recirculation regions described
above. The mechanism of exchange between regions studied
here is different from the one considered by Satnelson
[1992]. In Samelson's model there is no turbulent field, but
the large-scale flow is allowed to change in time. The time
dependence induces breakings in the boundaries between
regions and this in turn allows particle exchange. Notice that
the particles considered by Samelson are strictly deterministic and that the flux between regions is computed for a
specific representation of the flow. The flux that we consider, instead, is averaged over representations and therefore describes only the behavior of the mean particle concentration. Since each particle is considered independently,
we do not need to specify the spatial structure of the
turbulent field. The frequency spectrum is chosen to be
appropriate for small-scale Lagrangian turbulence, approximately white for frequency to lower than the frequency
correspondingto the Lagrangiantime scaleT•, and decreas-

hand, considers large-scale fluctuations harmonic in time.
Despite these differences, it is interesting to compare our
results with those of Samelson. A large exchange between
the core and the recirculation regions, especially in relation
to the fluctuations of the meander amplitude, is also found by
Samelson. A combination of the two mechanisms, turbulent
mixing and time dependence, is expected to take place in
realistic flows (a simple example is studied here in relation to
meander growth). Samelson also finds a noticeable exchange
between the recirculation regions and the far field, something we do not find. As noted above, the small exchange in
our model

is due to the lack of shear enhancement

in the

diffusion outside of the stream. The purely diffusive time
scales are much longer than the ones considered here.
Finally, the results of Samelson suggestvery little exchange
across the center of the jet, at least in the case of fluctuating
meanders. This is not surprising, since in order to have
cross-jet mixing [del Castillo-Negrete and Morrison, 1993],
the recirculating regions from different modes of oscillation
have to overlap across the jet center so that the central
barrier breaks and particles are allowed to cross the jet
center. This is expected to occur if the recirculating regions
are very large, which implies very large meander amplitudes.
In our model, instead, cross-jet mixing occurs also for
moderate amplitude (although mixing increaseswith increasing amplitude), because the stochastic turbulent motion
allows particles to cross dynamical regions even if they do
not break.

The buildup of homogenized particle distributions in the
trapped regions has important ramifications in terms of
biological patchiness. Since the time particles spend in these
regions is long compared to the reproduction time of phytoplankton and microzooplankton, it can be argued that these
regions are a major source of patchiness in the Gulf Stream
and similar currents. A simple biological model has been
incorporated in our kinematic model, with the Gulf Stream
acting as a barrier between species and with one variety
dominating the Slope Water and another one dominating the
Sargasso Sea. The model shows the observed tendency to
produce patches of speciesin the recirculation regions on the
side of the stream each species favors.
To explore the picture of particle distributions gained from
the kinematic simulations, a short run of a meandering jet in
a primitive equation channel model is presented (Figure 7).
The model is the Bleck and Boudra [1986] isopycnal code
configured to a zonal channel. The model has three isopycnal
layers which are chosen in a manner that approximates the
two-layer results of Ikeda and Apel [1981]. The model is
initialized with a linear jet and a small perturbation. The
result is a growing meander pattern as shown in Figure 7.
Particles launched in the core of the jet slowly diffuse out as
they are advected into the first meander trough. At the
trough a portion of the particles diffuses into a developing
recirculation region and is trapped. Other particles proceed
into the next meander

crest. These occurrences

are reminis-

cent of the kinematic simulations. The major difference
between the kinematic simulation and the primitive equation
model involves
To

some extent

the details of the evolution
this evolution

follows

of the flow field.

the tendencies

ob-

served in the particle distributions; i.e., the kinematic simulation provides a partial rationale for describing the development of the height field seen in the model. While any
ing as to-2 for higherfrequency.Samelson,
on the other detailed treatment at longer time scales needs to be con-
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Fig. 7. The primitive equation isopycnal model of Bleck and Boudra [1986] in a zonal channel configuration was
used to analyze the evolution of the concentrationof particles launched in the core of the dynamic jet. Spatial resolution
is 20 km. Particles were launched at a single point s on the jet at day = 20. Solid lines indicate depth field lines, and
arrows show velocity vectors at every four grid points. Concentration is determined by percentage of particles in

400-km
2 bins. A logarithmic
shadingscaleis used.As in the kinematicmodel,the concentration
here gives
ensemble-averaged diffusion.

cerned with the difference between passive and active tracers, the conclusionis that the simulationdoes indeed provide
a realistic depiction of the meandering stream.
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